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© 1996-2020, amazon.com, Inc. or its Best Seller subsidiaries on paper staples Visit the help section or contact us pass the LEED® GA V4 EXPENDITURE WITH THE HELP OF NO ONE THAT IS ®HE HAS- and PASSED - the® competition. Fully up to date with the latest developments in sustainable thinking and
technology design, this book goes beyond traditional study guides to providing full coverage of exam subjects, as well as expert advice on preparing and taking the exams itself. The information is clearly organized, with sample questions and flashcards throughout, and the companion website features additional study
aids, including interactive flash cards and practice exams. Understand the LEED certification process® and the fundamental concepts of sustainable design Study LEED strategies and technologies® design, by choosing the space in the atmosphere Discover the best way to handle water, energy and waste during the
construction process Get insight into effective exam preparation methods, and know what to expect on test day Try your knowledge with practice exam questions and interactive flash cards on the companion website Professionals eager to prove their skills will find the Guide to the LEED® Green Partner V4 Exams to be
an invaluable one-stop resource. --This text refers to the paperback version. Michelle COTTRELL, LEED® AP BD+C, ID+C, O+M, Homes is President of Design Management Services. It has helped project teams nationwide follow LEED® certification, including BASF's new North American Corporate Headquarters,
eventually winning double Platinum LEED certification® both under Core &amp; Shell and Commercial Interiors Rating Systems. He has published 6 books, including the Guide to the LEED Certification Process®: LEED® for New Construction, LEED® for Core &amp; Shell, LEED® for Commercial Interiors, and leed®
series of exam preparation. --This text refers to the paperback version. PASS THE LEED(R) GA V4 EXAME WITH THE HELP OF SOMEONE WHO'S ASE THE GUIDE TO THE LEED(R) Green Associate V4 Exam is an incentive, engaging guide to leed (R) design, filled with expert advice from someone who has taken -
and passed - the exams. Fully up to date with the latest developments in sustainable thinking and technology design, this book goes beyond traditional study guides to providing full coverage of exam subjects, as well as expert advice on preparing and taking the exams itself. The information is organized with with sample
questions and flashcards throughout, and the companion website features additional study aids, including interactive flash cards and practice exams. Understand the LEED(R) certification process and the fundamental concepts of sustainable design Study LEED(R) design strategies and technologies, from location
selection to atmosphere the best way to handle water, energy, and waste during the manufacturing process Get insight into effective exam preparation methods, and know what to expect on test day Try your knowledge with practice exam questions and interactive flashcards on the Professionals companion website
eager to prove their skills will find the guide to the LEED (R) Green Associate V4 Exam to be an invaluable one-stop resource. --This text refers to the paperback version. PASS THE LEED® GA V4 EXAMS WITH THE HELP OF SOMEONE WHO'S ASTE THE GUIDE TO THE LEED® Green Associate V4 Exam is an
incentive, engaging guide to leed® design, filled with expert advice from someone who has taken - and passed - the exam. Fully up to date with the latest developments in sustainable thinking and technology design, this book goes beyond traditional study guides to providing full coverage of exam subjects, as well as
expert advice on preparing and taking the exams itself. The information is clearly organized, with sample questions and flashcards throughout, and the companion website features additional study aids, including interactive flash cards and practice exams. Understand the LEED certification process® and the fundamental
concepts of sustainable design Study LEED strategies and technologies® design, by choosing the space in the atmosphere Discover the best way to handle water, energy and waste during the construction process Get insight into effective exam preparation methods, and know what to expect on test day Try your
knowledge with practice exam questions and interactive flash cards on the companion website Professionals eager to prove their skills will find the Guide to the LEED® Green Partner V4 Exams to be an invaluable one-stop resource. PASS THE LEEDÂ® GA V4 EXAMS WITH THE HELP OF ONE THAT HAS BEEN
THE GUIDE TO THE LEEDÂ® Green Associate V4 Exam is an incentive, engaging guide to LEEDÂ® design, filled with expert advice from someone who has taken â€ and passed â€¦ the exam. Fully up to date with the latest developments in sustainable thinking and technology design, this book goes beyond traditional
study guides to providing full coverage of exam subjects, as well as expert advice on preparing and taking the exams itself. The information is clearly organized, with sample questions and flashcards throughout, and the companion website features additional study aids, including interactive flash cards and exams
Understand LEEDÂ® certification process, and the fundamental concepts of sustainable design Study of the strategies and technologies of LEEDÂ® design, from the choice of space in the atmosphere Discover the best way to handle water, energy, and waste during the manufacturing process Get insight into effective
exam preparation methods, and know what to expect on test day Try your knowledge with practice exam questions and interactive flash cards on the Professional companion website willing to prove skills you will find the guide to the LEEDÂ® Green Partner V4 Exams to be an invaluable one-stop resource. MICHELLE
COTTRELL, LEEDÂ® AP BD+C, ID+C, O+M, Homes is President of Design Management Services. It has helped project teams nationwide seek LEEDÂ® certification, including the new North American BASF Corporate Headquarters, eventually winning double Platinum LEEDÂ® certification under both Core &amp;
Shell and Commercial Interiors Rating Systems. He has published 6 books, including guide to the LEEDÂ® certification process: LEEDÂ® for new construction, LEEDÂ® for Core &amp; Shell, LEEDÂ® for commercial interiors, and the LEEDÂ® series of exam preparation. More purchase options 1 new than $78.84 10
used from $28.89 © 1996-2014, Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates What others say about GREEN LEED Exam Guide Partner... ï1/4th Section II) Finally! A comprehensive study tool for LEED GA Prep! I took the one-day Green LEED Green Associate course and walked away with a power binder printed in very small
letters - which lacked much of the required information (although I didn't know it at the time). I studied my little heart and took the test, only to fail it by 1 point. Turns out I didn't study all the material I needed to pass the test. I found this book, I read it, I marked it, I took the test again, and I passed it with 95%. Look, we all
know that the LEED Green Associate Examinations are new and the resources for the study are very limited. That's the best out there right now. I highly recommend it. --ConsultantVAÂ Full overview of the LEED Green Associate examI attended this book for about three days and passed the exam... if you are really
interested in learning about the LEED system and green building design, this is a great place to start. -- K.A. EvansVery effective study guideI bought both this study guide and Mr. GAMock's LEED GAMock exam book. Chen and I found them to be excellent tools for preparing for the LEED Green Partner Examination.
While Leed's Mr. Chen Green Associate Examination Guide is not perfect (in that it is not the most user-friendly presentation of the material), it was very effective at least in presenting most, if not all, of the topics that the exam raised. While I wouldn't necessarily recommend my abbreviated strategy for preparing for
exams, the following worked for me: I read through the exam guide a couple of times (but not word for word), took the virtual exam and cited the guide for explanations for any incorrect answers, did the same for the two virtual exams in LEED GA Mr. Chen, flipped through the documents that Mr. Chen. Chen
recommends, and took two other web-based virtual exams that I bought on eBay. Literally after ten hours of preparation time, I took the actual exam and passed with 189, thanks in large part to Mr. Chen's books. If I decide to take one of the LEED AP in the future, you should definitely get more of Mr. Chen's study
materials. -- shwee shwee Only study guide needed to pass on your first attempt I do not write comments, but I am obliged to for this purchase. This was the only book I read and studied to prepare for the LEED Green Associate exam, and passed with ease for the first test today. I was overly prepared for the exams
using this study guide, which is what I wanted on exam day. I bought the book, read it three times, learned a lot of good information, saved valuable time and passed on the first attempt. By the way, I'm not a good taster... THIS PRODUCT DELIVERED THE RESULTS, THE CASE IS CLOSED. I'll buy the LEED AP
BD&amp;C Exam Guide to prepare for the specialty exam. Thank you, Mr Gang Chen!!! -- Lobo I just finished taking the LEED Green Associate Exams and, fortunately, I passed on the first attempt, using this book as my primary study guide... I particularly liked the way the author organized the information within it. --
Lewis Colon Just what he needs I'm glad I used this book on my LEED Green Associate test, which I passed today. I tried other resources (stay away from the USGBC ones on their website!) but none were as organized as this book... My advice is to get this book, read it three times (yes, three) to memorize the facts,
take the mock-up test included to see where it should be improved, and do a little outside the research. You only need a 60% passing rating...-- N. Kong Best LEED Green Associate Study PackageThis book is easy to read, and successfully gives you much needed crash course for literally, how to study (for this exam
and any other examination for that matter) and how to use the material provided most effectively... This book is one of a kind at the time of this review, and could be the most accessible teacher available. --P O philz ... After having no previous experience in sustainable architecture or LEED buildings I used both your
review book and study guides from USGBC as my study reports. I wanted to email to thank you for such a comprehensive review guide that was extremely helpful for exam success. Without your driver, I don't know if I'd have passed. Thank you very much. --ElizabethA great book to prepare the LEED exam! I've read
almost all the books on leed exams, and found LEED Series Exam Guide to be the best. The USGBC reference guide was very detailed and the type of ... Leed Exams Series Guide gives you exactly the right amount of information to pass the LEED exam. Each book in the series includes study material, sample
questions and answers, as well as virtual exams and answers for a specific LEED exam. It also gives you the most information to get your building LEED certified. A great book! -- Ellen A wonderful guide to the LEED Green Associate Exams... The book is written in an understandable language and up to great examples,
linking the material to the real world... This book remains dead to the subject and keeps the reader interested in the material. I highly recommend this book to anyone considering the LEED Green Associate Exams. I learned a lot from this guide, and I feel very confident about my chances of passing my upcoming exams.
--Pavel Geystrin Like other books in the LEED Exam Guide series, this is a great time saver! The important information you need to memorize has already been highlighted/underlined by the author. That really saved me a lot of time. I love it, I love it. A great time saver! -- Alice Easy to read, easy to understand... Gang
Chen breaks down the points, helping to minimize the amount of information, but maximizing the content that I was able to absorb. I design in progress through the book a few times, and now I believe I have the right information to pass the LEED Green Associate Exams. --Brian Hochstein All In One -- LEED GA
Preparation Material... This LEED GA guide from Gang Chen is an answer to all my concerns! It is a very accurate book with a lot of information, such as how to approach exams, what to study and what to skip, links to online material, and tips and tricks to pass the exam. It's like the one stop shop for the LEED Green
Associate Exams. I think this book can also be a good reference guide for green building professionals. A must-have! --SwatiD I give this book 5 stars, as it achieves exactly what the author promises. Read it many times and memorize the key points/statistics/data, and you'll be ready to pass the test. --R.C. O'Brien
Useful Study GuideThe book is by far the most useful study guide I've bought for THE LEED GA exam. The other books were too vague and didn't approach the kind of realistic detail you should go through. -- Swansong8 Really usefulI bought other exam preparation books for the LEED GA test and none of the others
compared to that. The layout and content of this book was much easier to use than books by USGBC. This book is all I needed to pass the test with its study tools, such as sample questions and exams. Overall, a great market! --Jamie Wonderful resource! This book is well organized and concise. The material is
absolutely relevant and really is what helped me pass the LEED Green Associate Exams! I used this book as my main study material and found it more than adequate. I recommend this book to anyone preparing to receive the LEED GA! -- Joel I. Semel With this book, as well as the little red book, LEED Green
Associate Mock Exams, (also from Gang Chen) combined with all the free PDF downloads printed from the USGBC website, I passed my LEED GA exam for the first attempt! GangChen's books provide a concise and organized framework of all the information you need... Particularly Particularly --Sarah Bartz Excellent
source!!! I reviewed this book and memorized the charts and passed on the first one! This along with the practice exams from Gang Chen were all I needed and included valuable tips for studying and additional (free) publications to refer to. This was an excellent purchase. --K. Lairet Great study guide. I'm sure it'll help
you pass the exam! I took the LEED Green Associate Exams this morning and passed it with a score of 190/200. I used this book as my main study tool...-- K. Mitchell Kmitchell LEED V4 Your Green Associate Exam Guide (along with downloaded materials) allowed me to pass the exam for the first attempt after studying
for 10 days (60-80 hours in total). Thanks! ... Also, I would mention that theactual testing was much easier than most of my free test questions wereable to find online. I think some of the places selling courses are trying to do frustrated people think the test will be harder than it is, and that you need their help.--Meyer
Baron Pass the LEED Green Associate Exams, Get Your LEED Building Certified, Fight Global Warming, and Save Money! USGBC released LEED v4 at the International Green Build Conference and Exhibition in November 2013. GBCI began including the new LEED v4content for all LEED exams in late spring 2014.
We have incorporated the new LEED v4 content into this book. GBCI has started to draw LEED Green Associate Exam Questions from the second edition of the Green Building and LEED Core Concepts Guide from December 1, 2011. We have incorporated this information into our book. Leed (Leadership in Energy and
Environmental Planning) is one of the most important trends in development and is revolutionizing the construction industry. It has gained enormous potential and has a profound impact on our environment. From this book, you will learn how to do the following:1. Pass the LEED Green Associate Exams.2. Use LEED
exam preparation strategies, study methods, tips, suggestions, mnemonics, and exam tactics to improve your exam performance.3. Understand, assimilate and effectively maintain your knowledge in LEED.4. Understand the process of registering and certifying a building for LEED.5. Understand the scope, main intent,
basic concepts and strategies, as well as identify regulations, recognition, and incentives for each LEED category.6. Identify strategies for case studies.7. Determine synergy in case studies. 8. Implementation of the most important leed-related and building standards. 9. Get points for categories that have not yet been
clearly defined by usgbc. This book fills in the blanks and debunks LEED. It reveals secrets, codes, and terminology for LEED as well as the true meaning of going green. It covers every important aspect of LEED in language, and introduces it to ordinary people. This guide is small and easy to carry around. You can read
it whenever you have a few extra minutes. It is an indispensable book for ordinary people, developers, brokers, contractors, administrators, architects, landscape architects, urban, structural, mechanical, electrical and hydraulic engineers, trainees, editors, designers, and other design professionals.
GreenExamEducation.com Check out FREE tips on the easiest way to pass the LEED Green Associate Exam and information on all LEED exams and it's exams in GeeForum.com, you can post your questions to other users' review. ArchitectG®, is mock exam®, Green partner exam guide®, study GA®, and
GreenExamEducation® are registered trademarks owned by Gang Chen. Latest trends for LEED ExamsRecently, there are several readers running in the leed exam versions who have many questions about refrigerants (CFC, HCFC, and HFC), the following answer will help you answer these questions correctly: For
more information, see free pdf file of The Treatment by LEED of Environmental Effects of HVAC Coolers which can be downloaded at linkbelow:gbci.org/Files/Petitions/The-Treatment-by-LEED-of-the-Environmental-Impact-of-HVAC-Refrigerators.pdfThis is a very important document to familiarize yourself with. Many
LEED exam questions (CFC, HCFC, and HFC, etc.) come from this document. You should download it for free and read it at least 3 times. Pay particular attention to the table for ODP and GWP on page 3. You don't need to remember the exact price of all ODPs and GWPs, but you need to know the number for different
groups of refrigerants. This latest trend on refrigerants (CFC, HCFC, and HFC) for LEED Exams has a lot to do withLEED v4 Credit Weighting. EA (including refrigerants) is a big winner in LEED v4, meaning the class has more questions than any other site for all theLEED exams. See the section of my book, LEED GA
Exam Guide listed below: How is LEEDcredits available and weighted? Answer: Credits that can contribute to the LEED Impact Categories receive more points. These categories of contact are weighted by a consensual procedure:; Global climate change (35%); Social justice, environmental justice, and community
quality of life (5%) ; Individual human health and well-being (20%) ; Greener economy (5%); Biodiversity and ecosystem (10%); Water Resources (15%); Cycles of sustainable and regulatory material resources (10%) The USGBCuses three correlation factors for the and the scale of appropriations in a given impact
category element:; Relative effectiveness: Measures whether a credit score has a positive or negative association with a given Impact Class Component, and how strong this compound is.§ Noassociation§ Lowassociation§ Average correlation§ High correlation§ correlation§ How long will the benefits or consequences of
creditoutcome last?§ 1-3 Years§ 4-10 years§ 11-30 years§ 30+ years (building/community life) ; Ability to control the effect: Indicates which person is most directly responsible for achieving the expected credit score. The more a creditoutcome depends on active human effort, the less likely it will be achieved with
certainty, and the credit will have fewer pints, vice versa. The USGBCsimpleifies the process of weighting points on a score card:·100 basepoints for the base LEED rating system ·1 pointminimum for each credit; Whole points and un pruned for LEED points. See detailed discussions in the free PDF file titled LEED v4
Impact Category and Point Breakdown deployment process at the following link:usgbc.org/sites/default/files/LEED%20v4%20Impact%20Category%20and%20Point%20Insite position%20Process_Overview_0.pdf Amazing book! I've only read this book twice and looked at the general green terms onlineto be familiar with
them and answered the 25 questions at the end of the book and another 25 questions on the USGBC website and I PASSEDysterday from the first attempt!!! Lovely book! I haven't bought the USGBC reference !!! --Marco Tadros Gang Chen holds a master's degree from the School of Architecture of the University of
Southern California (USC), Los Angeles and a degree from the School of Architecture of the South China University of Technology. He has more than 20 years of professional experience. Many of the works he was responsible for or participated in have been published extensively in Architecture, Architectural Records,
The Los Angeles Times, The Orange County Register, and more. He has worked on a variety of unusual projects, including well-known, large-scale health care and hospitality programs with over a billion dollars in construction costs, award-winning school plans, highly-acclaimed urban design and streetscape plans,
multi-family housing, high-end custom homes, and regional and neighborhood malls. Gang Chen is a leed AP BD+ C and an licensed architect in California. He is also the internationally acclaimed author of other fascinating books, including building construction, Planting The Illustrated Design, the ARE Mock Exam
series, and the LEED Exam Guide series, which includes a guide to each of the LEED exams. For more information, visit GreenExamEducation.com Check out FREE tips on the easiest way to pass the LEED Green Associate Exams and information on all LEED exams and it's exams in GeeForums.com, you can post
your questions for review users'. Review. Review.
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